Non-Confidential Sales Data Filter Instructions
Part One: Prepare The Sales Data Filter
Follow the link to open the web page, which will open into an interactive Google spreadsheet.

The spreadsheet may look a little different for you depending on the web browser you are using.

Now select the Data menu, followed by Filter Views, and
click on Created New Temporary Filter View.
Google will apply a filter to the whole spreadsheet. The
appearance will change slightly during this process.
You will know the spreadsheet has filters applied
because there are three lines, arranged in the shape of
a triangle, to the right hand side of every header on the
spreadsheet.

Once the filter is enabled, you are ready to locate your
neighborhood code.

We recommend leaving the Non Confidential Sales
Data spreadsheet open in one web browser tab, and
using another tab for part two.

Part Two: Identify Your Neighborhood Code
Visit the Denton CAD website (www.dentoncad.com) and navigate to the Search Site area. Now select
Property Search.
Search for your property, I recommend using your Property ID.
Once you have found your property, click View Details.

In this screen image, we have redacted most of the information, leaving the Neighborhood CD visible. This is
your neighborhood code and you will need this information. In this example the code is DC05052.

Part Three: Identify Properties In Your Neighborhood
Switch back to the Non Confidential Sales spreadsheet.
Neighborhood Filter
Click on the Neighborhood filter mark. The Google sheet will pop up
a box showing the filter selection tool and the top of the list of all
available neighborhoods.
Note how all filters have a tick mark, starting from (Blanks) and
continuing through $0, 0, $100…
Click Clear, in the center of the pop-up box.
In the blank text box below, type in the Neighborhood Code from the
Denton CAD website.
The Google sheet will narrow down the range of valid filter choices
as you type, and you should end up with just one entry in the list.
Click on the filter, showing in bold. Now click OK in green at the
bottom right corner.

The Google sheet will now only be showing those properties
with the same Neighborhood Code as your own, as sold in the
last two years.

You may now print the results of the filter.

Please note that when you close the browser tab, your preferences are not saved, and you will need to repeat
the process if you wish to produce the same data again.

Part Four: Identify Properties In Your Abstract Subdivision
If there are not enough property sales to use the Neighborhood filter option, you may use this alternative
method.
Abstract Subdivision
Visit your property on the Denton CAD website and look for the Geographic ID field. This consists of five blocks
of characters separated by a dash, like this: ABC12345D-1234567-1234-1234-1234
Your Abstract Subdivision code is the first block of alphanumeric characters, in this case, ABC12345D. In this
example below, the code is SL0068A:

You now need to create a filter based on the Abstract Subdivision code rather than the Neighborhood code.
Using the 2021NonConfidentialSales document, first you need to remove
the Neighborhood code filter.
Click on the Neighborhood filter, click on “Select all” and click OK.
This will show all the neighborhoods in the spreadsheet.
You now need to use the filter on the Abs/Subdv column to only show
your Abstract Subdivision, so as we did before, click on the filter icon for
this column.
Hit “Clear” about half way down the pop-up window.
In the search field immediately below “Clear” type in your Abstract
Subdivision code. As you type in the code, note how the number of viable
choices is reduced until you end up with just one option - highlighted in
bold.
Click the Abstract Subdivision code so there is a tick mark next to it. Now
click OK.
The spreadsheet will now be showing only those sales for your selected
Abstract Subdivision, which you may now print.

